Comprehensive Research on Materials, Systems and Energy for a Sustainable Future of the Earth

By Toshiyuki Takagi, Hiroo Yugami, Takashi Goto, Koshi Adachi and Naoto Wada

Agenda: TFC Conference Lectures on October 5, Wednesday, 2016

At TOKYO ELECTRON House of Creativity, Katahira Campus, Tohoku University
2-1-1 Katahira, Aoba-ku, Sendai 980-8577 JAPAN

9:00- 9:15 Opening

9:15-10:30 Mr. Philippe Benoit
Head of the Energy Environment Division, International Energy Agency (IEA), Paris, France
Lecture Title: Energy and Climate Change: From Paris to Marrakesh and Beyond

10:45-12:00 Dr. Hiroshi Komiyama
Chairman, Mitsubishi Research Institute, Tokyo, Japan (The 28th President of the University of Tokyo)
Lecture Title: Beyond the Limits to Growth - New Ideas for Sustainability from Japan -

13:00-14:15 Professor Henrik Alfredsson
Mechanics, KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden
Lecture Title: Thinking outside the box – how fluid mechanics may contribute to a sustainable future

www.tfc.tohoku.ac.jp

Supported by TEL – TOKYO ELECTRON